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Each human life is a diverse narrative. This we know. 
Living a real-life queer narrative is not easy. 

Queer people are inherently marginalised. We do not 

fit in the boxes that society has created for us—our 
arms stick out the sides, the cardboard rips. 

As queer people, we are almost always protecting 
ourselves against the world around us. The exception 
to this is when we are in spaces we have already 
scoped out, spaces we know are open to us. This 
means spaces that don’t just tolerate us but actively 
support and make room for us. When you are a  
queer writer, this means spaces that embrace the 
diversity of queer narratives.

Being a writer means constantly opening 
yourself up and making yourself vulnerable through 
storytelling. If you are a queer writer, your words 

make up the face of the entire queer community, its 
politics and its revolution. As a queer writer, you are 
even more vulnerable. You have no shield except 
your community and its allies. Most often you stand 
onstage alone, a tremor in your voice, hands shaking.

You see, queer people have been living out their 
narratives in a world that is having a party to which 
they are not invited.
One way we protect ourselves from this rejection is 
to create our own communities. We throw our own 

Finding 
power and 
a place to 
call home in 
previously 
inaccessible 
spaces. 
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parties. We collaborate, we share and we urge each 
other to keep going. Together, we demand space  
and appreciation for our work until we get it. We 
write poems, we collaborate, we mix mediums  
and we constantly challenge each other. Even in  
its vulnerability, our community is strong and  
growing. However, it would not be right for me to 
celebrate our success without first acknowledging 
the harsh reality of the structures within which our 
community exists.

Queerness manifests in communities; 
communities that we attempt to mould in a way that 
reflects the values of intersectionality we think we 
hold. The concept that the queer movement is at 
direct war with the fundamental ideas that persecute 
queer people means that it is also at war with itself. 
Our communities function as micro societies that 

often still maintain the very toxic ideologies we 
live to overthrow. The fact is, the most successful 
members of the queer community in creative 
spaces have always been the ones who are the most 
palatable to the hegemony. This means the white,  
the cis, the able bodied and the neurotypical. We 
should all be working to unlearn this—and we are. 
Things are changing!

All around me, my friends are being celebrated 
for their success in their creative fields. I go to the 
book launch of Finding Nevo, a novel by Nevo Zisin 
about their ever-changing experience with their 
gender. I go to a techno event and I see one of my 
best friends, a trans woman with yellow hair, DJ for 

the first time. I go to a Suburban Review launch in 
which only writers of colour get the microphone. 
I am invited to participate in Wo-Zine, an online 
publication exclusively for non-binary and women 
writers. I go to a Hexdebt gig. Brooke Powers 
headlines club event after club event. I watch my 
queer and femme friends showcase their talent. I 
mouth the words.

I see queer people successfully taking up more and 
more space. I see our power, I see it rising.
Older and more conservative generations are still 
trying to dictate our spaces. They are trying to hold 
on tight to their positions of power in creative 
industries. They continue to think they have the right 
to decide who can be heard and who can be silenced. 
But their knuckles turn white as less and less people 
enter their galleries and read their journals.

Oppression has traditionally spurred innovation. 
Is the secret to our growing success in creative 
fields the fact that work created by queer people 
is naturally ‘other’? Is art made by a queer person 
‘queer art’ or is it just art? Is there such a thing as 
queer writing and if there is, how do we define it? 

I once found a gay poetry anthology on the 
street: Not Love Alone. It was published in 1985 and I 
still have it. Inside its pages it states that the works 

‘queer people have been living 
out our narratives in a world that 
is having a party to which we are 
not invited.’

Follow Judy Chen’s illuatrations on 
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make up a collection of gay poetry, but it goes on to 
prompt the reader to question what exactly it is that 
makes them gay in the first place. It says a poem that 
is written by a gay poet, even if it is about a landscape 
or a painting, is still a gay poem. I write poems about 
crocodiles and the city and love, but it is undeniable 
that I have a queer gaze, which will affect the way I see 
and therefore write. I think my experience as a queer 
person seeps through my work, sometimes obviously 
and sometimes between the lines.

But all queer writers can choose to link these two 
identities, so why not? Writing is as much about the 
self as it is about anything else. Please indulge me;  

I ask this question rhetorically for the answer is surely 
fear. Even the humble writer craves acceptance. But 

what does it mean to be accepted into the norm? Will 
we lose our community and subculture amongst the 
merch at the next Pride parade? Capitalism takes—it 
does not care who you are. But the community I have 
found is strong. We have a queer version of every 
Facebook group you can think of. I could find an 

absolute stranger more than happy to help me move 
house, or transfer me $20 if I’ve run out of money 
and need to buy medicine. I could give you a hundred 

small examples, bits of proof, more data to back up 
my argument, but I think all that I have left to do is 
tell you how I feel.

I feel like I have found friendship, and I feel 
like I have found family in my friendships. I think 
this feeling is shared among many of us who have 
experienced rejection or a lack of willingness to 
understand from our ‘real’ families. I feel like I have 
found a home and in finding this home I am finally 
able to look to other things. Those feelings are not so 
all-consuming—the ones that make you feel abnormal 
in an otherwise normal world. It is so easy to feel 
‘other’ as a queer person, but I don’t feel so ‘other’ 

anymore. Instead, I stand in rooms full of people who 
know or are learning their power and I feel powerful.  

‘A becoming in which one never becomes, 
a becoming whose rule is neither evolution 
nor asymptote but a certain turning, a 
certain turning inward, turning into my own / 
turning on in / to my own self / at last / turning 
out of the / white cage, turning out of the /  
lady cage / turning at last.’

—Maggie Nelson, The Argonauts

‘Oppression has traditionally 
spurred innovation.’

2.00am
This is the best idea you’ve ever had. You’re so 
pumped to write this. It haunted you on the train 
home, you thought about it in the shower, it followed 
you into your dreams when you fell asleep. Screw 
sleep. You have to write this. 

2.01am
Your writing setup is immaculate. A mug of coffee 
balanced atop a stack of notebooks, phone prepped 
with a white noise app, a vanilla-scented candle. 
Laptop plugged in, Word doc open, a stack of red 
pens. You’re set. 

2.02am
This is the word-vomit stage. Adjectives, verbs and 
adverbs splatter your screen. It makes absolutely no 
sense; it’s a mess but you know you can clean it up 
later. The typos are probably crippling. One sentence 
finally makes sense. You rejoice but it’s short-lived. 

2.03am
This is shit. You feel like shit. You’re close to vomiting 
your dinner, not words. Your desk and your laptop 
aren’t likely to appreciate regurgitated spaghetti. 

2.04am
Everything is falling apart. If it was shit before, it’s 
worse now. Words hate you. You hate yourself. You 
open Tumblr and try to read inspirational writing 
quotes but they just make you upset. 

2.05am
You question why you decided to be a writer. What 
are words? They’re just a combination of scribbles! 
You question every life choice you’ve made until now. 
You question the meaning of life, your purpose on 
Earth, the scope of the universe. You wonder if it’s too 
late to become a lawyer or an accountant. You are not 
worthy of the desk. The floor is your new best friend.

2.06am
You try to edit what you wrote but you’re a harsh self-
editor. You delete all of it. You’re still on the floor.

2.07am
You’re staring at a blank page. The blinking cursor 
mocks you. The ticking clock is teasing you. You feel 
sick again. You probably shouldn’t have woken at 2am 
and drunk three cups of coffee. 

2.08am
A spark of hope. Maybe … maybe if you did it this way 
… the desk would take you back. Possibilities flood 
you. Maybe … you can do this. 

2.09am
This isn’t the best idea you’ve ever had but it’s a 
good one. You’ve convinced yourself that it’s good 
enough to continue. But hey, you’ll never know 
until someone else reads it. And for that, it has to be 
written.

Her words are a rhythmic flow of wit and colour as 
she delineates the persecution that queer people 
and those with disabilities have suffered throughout 
history. By the time she gets to Helen Keller, the 
words are like bullets of energy setting our nerves 
alight. She condemns history for making myth out of 
Keller’s story and forgetting her words. For making 
her body a symbol of disability as defect and the 
imperative of reform. For leaving her dumb.  

This is Quippings presents LOVE SHOW: a 
production comprising spoken word, comedy and 
song performed by artists ‘with bodies and minds 
of unending variation.’ Quippings is a collective 
of queer performers with a disability (‘quip’ is a 
mash-up of ‘crip’ and ‘queer’) who aim to explore 
an accepted segregation between disability and 
sex. In LOVE SHOW, the artists narrate personal 
stories of sexual identity with crystalline honesty. 
As these stories unfold, the erotic power of their 
non-conforming bodies is revealed. The intimate 
stories of sex and desire that they tell are loaded with 
the power to break down a perceived incongruity 
between disability and sexual desire, as well as 
disability and desirability. The common narrative that 
weaves through these stories is one of overcoming 

mainstream perceptions of disability rather than of 
disability itself; a shared account of resistance to  
the notions of ‘deviant and perverse’ bodies ascribed 
by mainstream culture.

A man wheels himself to the centre of the stage. 
From the back row I can see his chest rising and 
falling, as if a small sleeping animal were concealed 
beneath his shirt. He speaks about childhood 
and his father beating him for being disabled. He 
recalls unrealised feelings for a male best friend. 
There is a sense of loss, as if he is flicking through 

the past. In the gaps between recounted episodes, 
there is something haunting him. All the while his 
voice barely rises above a murmur but it pierces. It 
envelopes us like the ringing of clanging metal as 
he breathes into the mouthpiece. Loneliness and 
yearning flood into the space and stay long after he 
has left the stage. 

The disability activist and creative writing teacher 
Anne Finger once said: ‘sexuality is often the source 
of our deepest oppression; it is also the source of our 
deepest pain.’ By preserving the emotional core of 
these stories in the telling of them, the achievement 
of LOVE SHOW is in demonstrating the value of 
empathy in a postmodern world. In an era where 
post-truth and alternative facts reign supreme, when 
lies are recognised but are treated as real, emotional 

detachment is the norm. 
This performance piece provides an antidote 

to this indulgence in reality-fabrication and self-
alienation. It is storytelling at its most radical. 
Subversion of normative expectations is bringing 
the emotional experience, pulsing behind sarcasm 
and irony, back to the fore. LOVE SHOW is what 
transcendence looks and feels like.

Voices from  
the Margins
BY DANNY BAULCH

The stage is bright and bare but for a woman 
speaking into a microphone. The woman 
stands with her feet planted in a firm stance  
on the stage floor, as if grounding the electric 
energy passing through the audience.

The life of a writer can be both rewarding and 
stressful. Here’s just 10 minutes. 

Shape of Us
VARIOUS CURATED BY BETHANY EDWARDS

Her skin is a combination of  
pure obsidian and iridescent pearl, 
She is something beautiful  
bound for destruction,
To be esoteric in captured reality.
Now we are scattered like children’s toys 
and she is gone. 
We will bring this broken world  
down with us. 
 
In a tumbling down of droplets  
and moments
Each as precious and each as ephemeral.  
We’re cracked mirrors and jagged smiles, 
Pooling into a puddle around our feet,  
a cool relief.
She swims into this relief,  
her skin burns through to the surface. 
She is in the shape of us. 

Photography by Margot Tanjutco  
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How did you come to be in a polyamorous relationship?
Tinder—it has it all. When I met my ex he was in a relationship of 10 years. His 

partner had opened up discussion about exploring polyamory because she felt it 
was in her nature and didn’t want to hide that anymore. 

Did polyamory come naturally to you?
Polyamory requires openness and communication, which is something I find 

easy. I didn’t have problems with jealousy because my boyfriend made me feel 
secure and wanted. I think when you feel insufficient that’s when you become 
jealous. My partner struggled with jealousy towards the partner of his primary 

but that only bothered me in the sense 
that I didn’t want him to be unhappy.

You mention ‘primary’ relationship. Did you 
put yourself second?

Yes, I think I did. I wouldn’t call it 
hierarchical but I saw her as the partner 
and myself as the girlfriend. It wasn’t that 

he put me second but if I wanted to spend the weekend with him, he would  
need to check it first with his other partner. It was also because I was a secret 
from his family for a while—they were quite traditional and found polyamory 
hard to understand.

Who did you tell and how did they take it?
I told my family and friends. My mum said: ‘what I want for you isn’t 

necessarily what you want for you. Besides, even monogamous relationships 
aren’t always monogamous in the early stages.’

My mum also told her friend about the situation—that I was seeing someone, 
who was also seeing someone else, who was also seeing someone else. Oh, and 
the partner of my partner was in the circus … as a sword-swallower. Mum’s 
friend’s response was ‘you Gaardboes never do things in halves!’

My older brother was concerned about me getting hurt. He was worried  
about us making decisions like whose place to go to for Christmas. My response 
was that it’s still something you have to consider in monogamous relationships. 
He hadn’t considered that polyamorous and monogamous relationships can be 
equally complex.

Could that rule be applied to break-ups then?
I guess so. My boyfriend and his primary broke up while we were together … 

which eventually led to our break-up. Me being in his life during their break-up 
caused him extra pain because he was worried about neglecting me. The only 
way I saw that that pain could be alleviated was if we broke up.

It was a really tough break-up between my ex and his primary partner but my 
dad’s comment was ‘that’s good, you should be happier now.’ It made me realise 
that he hadn’t grasped I had been happy as things were. The stigma around poly 
relationships still hadn’t broken down for him.

Would you do it again?
I wouldn’t go looking for another poly relationship just now because I’m 

starting to think of my life in the long-term and if I ever have kids I’d personally 
prefer my relationship to be monogamous.

Enough Love to Go Around:  

An Interview with Pia Gaardboe
BY ALEXANDRA MILNE

One person’s experience with polyamorous relationships.

‘Your characters belong on the world 
stage. They don’t have to be saving the 
world, they just need to have voice.’
Melina Marchetta

‘With fanfiction, we changed the 
narrative the way we wanted.’
CB Mako 

‘Fan fiction has become a tool for 
marginalised individuals to insert 
themselves into stories.’
Jes Layton 

‘All games have stories and  
those stories have context.’ 
Leena Van Deventer

‘The top two pieces of advice a writer 
will get is: “write more” and “read more.” 
Fanfiction is a perfect melding of these.’
Danielle Binks

‘[A day in the life of a game writer]  
is looking at our three-act story  
structure and crying.’
Brooke Mags

‘Twitter is a good excerise if you want 
to write for games: trying to work with 
character limits and saying a lot  
with very little.’
Leena Van Deventer

‘What fanfiction teaches all of us is to 
criticise the media we consume.’
Danielle Binks

‘Writing isn’t about words,  
it’s about rhythm.’
Melina Marchetta

‘Write the book you want to write.’
Melina Marchetta

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE  
NATIONAL WRITERS'  

CONFERENCE

COLLATED BY AMANDA THAI & OLIVIA MORFFEW

Illustrations by Marianne Bravo
Photography by Nikki Russian

 ‘polyamorous and 
monogamous relationships 
can be equally complex.’
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A Trip to the Bookstore
BY ALEXANDRA MILNE

You’ve finished your book on the train and  
didn’t bring a spare. Rookie error. The thought  
of the commute without a good read to fill your 
brain and distract you from the smell and the  
crush fills you with dread.

The Evolution of Book Groups
BY JESSICA ZIBUNG

I had never thought about joining a book group, but when Mark 
Zuckerberg started his Facebook book club and his first pick sold out 
on Amazon within hours, I figured there must be something to it.

You rush to the op-shop because you’d rather 
spend three dollars than thirty. This store is stacked 
with Patricia Cornwell and Wilbur Smith. Jackie 
Collins has a shelf to herself. Everything else is 
caked in dust, jammed together, spines cracked and 
unreadable. You’re in and out in four minutes flat.

Stepping into the commercial bookstore around 
the corner, you’re affronted by the new releases. 
John Grisham and Lee Child leap out at you in 
paperback and hardback. You pass them over, 
seeking out a title that isn’t described as ‘electrifying’ 
and ‘full of suspense that will keep you on the edge 
of your seat.’

You wander until you reach the section set aside 
for prize winners. Here you find authors from 
places you’ve never been, stories of rebellion and 
displacement with themes of struggle and triumph. 
You run your fingers down their spines and lift one 
from the shelf.

You head towards the Young Adult section and 
breathe a sigh of relief. 

You feel the thrill of potential as you walk down 
the aisles. The protagonists are ferocious, their 
gender of no import. They attack the status quo and 
call out all the bullshit in the world. Maybe in 20 

years, when the readers of these books are writing 
their own novels, the content will surpass the 
homogeneity of today. Even though these stories are 
targeted to an audience half your age, at least it’s not 
another legal thriller.

With a quick search and a tap on my iPhone, I was a 
member of a YA and fantasy and science fiction book 
group on Goodreads. It had over 20,000 members, 
so it had to be good. On a roll, I joined Poppy Loves 
Book Club on Facebook. Why not? There was no 
commitment required. I could be as involved—or 
uninvolved—as I wanted to be.

I jumped on my phone to engage with the groups 
but the posts didn’t engage me; the discussions 
weren’t what I envisioned; they were more like  
status updates or mini reviews. After a month, the 
weekly newsletters went straight to my trash folder. 
After a few months of flicking to delete, I quit the 
online book groups, deciding to keep my reading  
a solitary practice. 

It wasn’t until I started working in an editorial and 
administrative position at CAE Book Groups a year 
later that my perspective changed. With over 600 CAE 
book groups mostly in Victoria, it seems traditional 
book groups are still alive and kicking. In the same 
way that writers go to writers’ festivals, I realised that 
readers join book groups to stay connected with the 
literary world. They read to challenge their world 
view, to discuss political and cultural issues, and to 
broaden their understanding of the world we live 
in. The 6000+ members of CAE’s book groups hold 
similar discussions to my literary studies classes at 
RMIT University—except they do this almost every 
month and have been for decades.

For many book groups, meetings are much more 
than a lively discussion. Members often refer to their 

book group as a lifeline. Their passion for reading 
humbles me and their stories move me. One member 
remembers walking to the train station, 40 years ago, 
to pick up her monthly allotment of books, which 
came in army-like crates. One book group estimates 
that they have read over 500 books in their 45 years 
together. For these members, book groups are about 
friendship, constancy, connection and a shared 
passion for reading; an intimacy that is lost with the 
rise of social media book groups where a popular 
discussion is judged by the number of likes or shares 
it receives and rebuttals can be viewed as trolling.

Of course, traditional book groups are not 
without conflict. There are always differences 
of opinions regarding book choices. While some 
members would prefer a literary book like  
Fingersmith, other members might prefer a lighter 
read like The Rosie Project. Defending book choices  
can leave members feeling hesitant, but these 
differences push us to read outside our comfort 
zones, discover new genres and challenge our 
experiences of reading. After all, it’s usually not the 
book everyone likes that generates the best—and  
most memorable—discussions. 

Book groups are also advocates of the Australian 
literary scene, often supporting local and emerging 
writers. The only condition is a good book with 
great themes for discussion. Surprisingly, the most 
popular book from CAE Book Groups’ 2017 catalogue 
is Seizure’s Viva La Novella Prize-winning End of 
Seeing, by Christy Collins, which topped popular 

titles such as Georgia Blain’s Between a Wolf and a Dog 
and Charlotte Wood’s The Natural Way of Things. For 
book group staff or secretaries, book selection is 
an independent process: we read and select books 
that generate discussion and are not influenced by 
allegiances to publishers.

The same advocacy can be said of online book 
groups. A social media platform can reach a wider 
audience than a traditional book group, as tweets 
are retweeted, posts are shared and the 20,000+ 
members receive notifications advising them of the 
‘currently reading’ list. An example of the strong 
impact that social media book groups hold is the 
influence of celebrities like Mark Zuckerberg, Oprah 
and Reese Witherspoon, whose social media book 
club selections have skyrocketed debut authors and 
moderately selling books into New York Times and 
Amazon bestsellers.

While we might not all agree that social media 
is an evolutionary step for book groups, they are 
not without their merits. The accessibility of social 
media book groups allows like-minded people to 
come together from all over the globe, 24 hours 
a day. Factors like transport, location and level of 
extroversion are not an issue when jumping into 
a book discussion is as easy as swiping to unlock 
your phone. While the intimacy and familiarity of 
traditional book groups are lost in social media, the 
virtual world allows for a safety buffer where, for 
some, being a silent participant is enough to stay 
connected in the literary—or genre—scene.

Photography by Nikki Russian


